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DE A N OR N I S H:

L ove As Healer

Dean Ornish, MD is one of America’s best-known medical  authorities. His gr ound-
break ing exper iments led to the devel opment of diet-  and exer cise-based therapies
for cardiac patients,  and earned him inter national renown. He i s the author  of  E a t
More, Weigh Less, and several other  books. He is the founder and president of the
Prevent ive Medi ci ne Research Institute i n Sausalito,  Cal ifor nia. The material in this
chapter is based on his best-seller Love and Survival, (HarperCol lins, 1998) and an
interv iew in the Amer ican Journal of  Car diology(August 1st,  2002 issue), and i s used
with the per mission of the publ ishers. Photo courtesy of John Doe Photography.

L ove and intimacy are at  a root of what makes us sick and what
makes us well, w hat  causes sadness and  what brings happiness,
what makes us suffer and what leads to healing. I f a new drug had

the same impact, v irtually every doctor in the country would be recom-
mending it for their patients. It would be malpractice not to prescribe it—
yet, with few exceptions, we doctors do not learn much about  the healing
power of love, intimacy, and transformation in our medical training.
Rather, these ideas are often ignored or even denigrated.

It  has become increasingly clear to even the most skeptical physicians
why diet is important. Why exercise is important. Why stopping smoking
is important. But love and intimacy? Opening your heart? And what is
emotional and spiritual transformation?

I am a scient ist. I  believe in the value of science as a powerfu l means
of gaining greater understanding of the world we live in. Science can
help us sort out tr uth from fiction, hyp e f rom reality, what works f rom
w hat  d oesn’t  w ork, for  whom, and  u nder  what  circumstances.
A lthough I respect the ways and pow er of science, I  also understand it s
limitat ions as well. W hat is most meaningful often cannot be measured .
What is verifiable may not necessarily  be what  is most  important . As
the Brit ish scientist  Denis Burkitt once wrote, “ Not everything that
counts can be counted.”

We may not yet have the tools to measure what is most meaningful to
people, but the value of those experiences is not diminished by our inabil-
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i ty  to quantify them. We can listen, we can learn, and we can benefit great -
ly f rom those who have had these experiences. When we gather together
to tell and listen to each other’s stories, the sense of community and the
recognition of shared  experiences can be profoundly healing.

As recently as May 1997, an article in the Journal of the American
Medical Association review ed  all of the known risk factors for coronary
heart  disease. While l isting esoteric factors such as apolipoprotein E iso-
forms, cholesteryl ester t ransfer protein, and lecithin-cholesterol acyl
transferase, it  did not even mention emot ional stress or other psychosocial
factors, much less spiritual ones.1

How did we get to a point in medicine where interventions such as
radioactive stents, coronary angioplasty, and bypass surgery are consid-
ered conventional, whereas eating vegetables, walking, meditating, and
participating in support groups are considered radical?

I’m not against  the use of  statins, stents, bypass surgery, or anything
that works in the short run as a way of temporizing, but we also have to
deal with the underly ing issues involved in being human. Doctors are

missing the opportunity to be of greater service to
people, and being reduced to technicians. Because of
this, many pat ients are voting with their feet, and
going to alternative practioners. 

Why? Because whatever the alternative modali-
ty—massage, acupuncture, chiropract ic, therapeut ic
touch—what they all have in common is that  they
touch people. Practitioners spend time with their
patients, and  listen to them. Pract itioners talk about
these issues as part of their overall approach.

There is a fundamental basic human need for a
sense of love, connection, community, and intimacy,
and this is so often unfulfi l led in a typical doctor-

patient  interaction. More money is spent out of pocket by patients today
for alternative intervent ions than for conventional ones—even though
there is little science to prove their eff icacy—because alternative practi-
tioners often fulf i ll  patients’ basic human needs. I f conventional doctors
don’ t address those needs, the medical profession is in danger because our
patients are going to find alternative pract it ioners who do.

Healing and curing are not the same. Curing is when the physical dis-
ease gets measurably better. Healing is a process of becoming whole. Even
the words “ heal”  and “ whole”  and “ holy”  come from the same root .
Returning healing to medicine is like returning justice to law.

In my work with people who have heart  disease, both healing and
curing often occur. When the emotional heart and the spiritual heart begin
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to open, the physical heart often follows. But healing may occur even
when curing is not possible. We can move closer to wholeness even w hen
the physical il lness does not improve.

The heart is a pump that needs to be addressed on a physical level, but
our hearts are more than just pumps. A true physician is more than just a
plumber, technician, or mechanic. We also have an emot ional heart, a psy-
chological heart, and a spiritual heart.

Our language ref lects that und erstanding. We yearn for our sweet -
hearts, not  our sweetpumps. Poets and musicians and artists and writers
and mystics throughout the ages have described those who have an open
heart or a closed heart; a warm heart  or a cold heart; a compassionate
heart  or an uncaring heart . Love heals. These are metaphors, a ref lection
of  our deeper w isdom, not just f igures of speech.

When I  lecture at scientif ic meetings, hospitals, or med ical schools, I
always start by providing the scientific data as a w ay of establishing cred-
ibil ity . I show objective evid ence from our randomized controlled trials
that the progression of heart disease of ten can be reversed by changing
lifesty le. Then I talk about what most interests me: the emotional, psy-
chosocial, and spiritual dimensions of “ opening your heart.”

In the process of healing, you reach a place of w holeness and d eep
inner peace from which you can deal with i l lness with much less fear and
suffering and much greater clarity and compassion. While curing is won-
derful when it occurs, healing is often the most meaningful because it
takes you to a place of greater freed om from suffering. When healing
occurs, people often become more peaceful, centered, happy, and joyful.

That which seems the most “ soft”  approach to wellness—love, inti-
macy, and meaning—is, in reality, the most powerful. This part of  my
work is the least well understood and  yet perhaps the most important.
There is a deep spiritual hunger in our culture. There has been a radical
shift in our society in the past fifty  years, and w e are only now beginning
to appreciate the deep spiritual hunger that has emerged.

The real epidemic in our culture is not only physical heart  disease, but
also w hat  I  call emotional and spiritual heart  disease—that is, the pro-
found feelings of loneliness, isolation, alienat ion, and depression that are
so prevalent in our culture with the breakdown of  the social structures
that used to provide us with a sense of connection and community. It is,
to me, a root of the il lness, cynicism, and violence in our society.

The healing power of love and relationships has been documented in
an increasing number of  well-designed scientific studies involving hun-
dreds of thousands of people throughout the world. When you feel loved,
nurtured , cared for, supported, and intimate, you are much more likely to



be happier and healthier. You have a much lower risk of getting sick and ,
if you do, a much greater chance of surviving.

During the past tw enty years of conducting research, I have become
increasingly aware of the importance of love and intimacy and knew there
were many studies document ing their power. Not until I systemat ically
reviewed the scient if ic l iterature for this book did I realize just how  exten-
sive and rich is this field of study.

Studies Show: Intimacy Promotes Wellbeing
While some studies measure the number or structure of social rela-

tionships, I believe that it is your perception of the quality of those rela-
tionships—how  you feel about them—that is most important.2 As two
distinguished researchers wrote recently, “ Social support  reflects loving
and caring relationships in people’s lives…. Simple ratings of feeling
loved may be as ef fective, if not more ef fective, in assessing social support
than more comprehensive instruments that quantify network size, struc-
ture, and function.” 3

At Yale, for example, scientists studied  119 men and  40 w omen w ho
were undergoing coronary angiography, an X-ray movie that show s the
degree of blockages in coronary arteries. Those who felt  the most loved
and supported had substantially less blockage in the arteries of  their
h e a r t s .4 The researchers found that feelings of being loved and emotional-
ly supported were more important predictors of  the severit y of  coronary
artery blockages than w as the number of relationships a person had.
Equally important, this effect  w as independent of diet, smoking, exercise,
cholesterol, family history (genetics), and other standard  risk factors.

A  study of 131 women in Sw eden also found that the availability of
deep emotional relationships was associated with less coronary artery
blockage as measured by computer-analyzed coronary angiography. As
in the Yale study, this finding remained true even when cont roll ing for
age, hypertension, smoking, diabetes, cholesterol, educational level,
menopausal status, and other factors that might have inf luenced the
extent of disease.5

Similarly, researchers f rom Case Western Reserve Universit y in
Cleveland studied almost ten thousand married men with no prior histo-
ry of angina (chest  pain). Men who had high levels of risk factors such as
elevated cholesterol, high blood pressure, age, diabetes, and electrocar-
diogram abnormalities were over twenty t imes more likely to develop
new angina during the next five years.

However, those who answered, “ yes”  to the simple question, “ Does
your wife show you her love?”  had signif icantly less angina even w hen
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they had high levels of these risk factors. M en who had these risk factors
but  did not have a wife who show ed her love had substant ially  increased
angina—almost twice as much. The greater the cholesterol and blood
pressure and the greater the anxiety and st ress, the more important was
the love of the spouse in buffering against these harmful effects.

As the researchers wrote, “ The wife’s love and  support is an impor-
tant balancing factor w hich apparently reduces the risk of  angina pectoris
even in the presence of  high risk factors.” 6 The researchers also found that
those men who also had anxiety and family problems, especially conflicts
with their wives and children, had even more chest pain.

In a related study, these researchers studied almost 8,500 men w ith no
history or symptoms of  d uodenal ulcer. These men were given question-
naires before they d eveloped ulcers, so their responses were not influ-
enced by knowing they had this disease.

Over the next five years, 254 of  these men developed ulcers. Those
who had reported a low  level of perceived love and support from their
wives when they entered the study had over twice as many ulcers as the
other men. Those men w ho answered, “My wife does not love me”  had
almost three times as many ulcers as those who said
their w ives show ed  their love and support. This fac-
tor was more strongly associated with ulcers than
smoking, age, blood pressure, job st ress, or other fac-
tors. Men w ho also had anxiety and family problems
had more ulcers.7

When I review ed the scientific l iterature, I  was
amazed to find what a powerful difference love and
relationships make on the incidence of  d isease and
premature death from virtually all causes. It may be
hard to believe that  something as simple as talk ing
with f riends, feeling close to your parents, sharing
feelings openly, or making yourself vulnerable to others in order to
enhance intimacy can make such a powerful dif ference in your health and
well-being, but study af ter study indicates that they often do. It’s easy to
make fun of these ideas—talking about your feelings in a group, opening
your heart to others, practicing yoga, meditation, or prayer to rediscover
inner sources of peace, joy, and well-being—but  look at  what a powerful
difference they can make in our survival!

In the Tecumseh Community Health Study, almost three thousand
men and women w ere studied for nine to twelve years. A fter adjustments
for age and a variety of  risk factors for mortality, men reporting higher
levels of social relationships and act ivities were significant ly less likely to
die during the follow-up period. Relationships includ ed the number of
friends, how close they felt to their relatives, group activities, and so on.
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When these social relationships were broken or decreased, disease rates
increased two to three times as much during the succeeding ten-to-
tw elve-year period, includ ing heart disease, strokes, cancer, arthritis, and
lung diseases.8

Thomas Oxman and his colleagues at the University of Texas Medical
School examined the relationship of  social support  and religion to mortal-
ity in men and w omen six months after undergoing elective open-heart
surgery (coronary bypass surgery, aortic valve replacement, or both).
They asked two questions:

•Do you participate regularly in organized social groups (clubs,
church, synagogue, civ ic activ ities, and so on)?

•Do you draw strength and comfort from your religious or spiritual
faith (whatever religion or spiritual faith that might be)?

They found that  those who lacked regular participation in organized
social groups had a fourfold increased risk of dying six months after
surgery, even af ter controll ing for medical factors that might have influ-
enced survival (such as severity of  heart disease, age, previous cardiac
surgery, and so on). A lso, they found that those who did not  draw
strength and comfort from their religion w ere three times more likely to
die six months after surgery.9

These results indicated that lack of group participat ion and absence of
strength and comfort f rom religion had independent and additive ef fects.
Those w ho neither had regular group part icipation nor drew strength and
comfort from their religion were more than seven times more likely to die
six months after surgery. Seven times! Even though I  am unaware of any
factor in medicine that causes a sevenfold  difference in mortality only six
months after open-heart surgery, how many surgeons even ask their
patients these two questions in assessing the risk of cardiac surgery?

Love promotes survival. Both nurturing and being nurtured are life-
aff irming. Anything that  takes you outside of  yourself promotes heal-
ing—in profound ways that can be measured—independent of  other
known factors such as diet and exercise. There is a strong scientific basis
documenting that these ideas mat ter—across all ages from infants to the
most  elderly, in all parts of the world, in all strata of  l ife.

Creating Intimacy
Sharing feelings rather than attacking or criticizing makes it easier for

others to l isten; l istening leads to empathy; empathy leads to compassion;
compassion increases intimacy; intimacy is healing.

We ask everyone to resist the natural inclination to give advice on
how to solve the problem (unless someone specifically asks for it ) and,
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instead, to focus on feeling and expressing his or her ow n emotions and
experiences. Remember: The problem w e are trying to solve is a lack of
intimacy, not the kid on drugs or the boss at w ork. The lack of intimacy
can be solved even when the other problems cannot.

This process takes courage and practice. I t is unfamiliar to many peo-
ple precisely because the experience of intimacy is so rare and precious in
our culture. A lthough many of  our research participants w ere initially
skept ical—and sometimes even hostile—to the group support process,
most  later said that they found the group support to be the most mean-
ingful, helpful, and powerful part of their experience.

As we have seen, increasing scientif ic evidence documents the healing
benefits of opening your heart. M any studies have shown that self -disclo-
sure—that is, talk ing or even writing about  your feel-
ings to others—improves physical health, enhances
immune function, reduces cardiovascular reactiv ity,
decreases absentee rates, and may even prolong life.

Much of this important work has been conduct -
ed by James Pennebaker and his colleagues.1 0 , 1 1

While disclosure of facts is helpful, disclosure of  feel-
ings is much more powerful.1 2 The researchers also found that disclosure
of  traumatic or painful experiences had a more powerful benefit on health
and healing than talk ing or w rit ing about superf icial events, even if  in the
short run the person felt  worse. They found that the greater the degree of
disclosure, the more benefits they measured. These benefits persisted over
time. The benefits w ere particularly st rik ing in those w ho talked about
upsetting or traumatic experiences they had not previously discussed
with others in detail.

What I t ry to do with pat ients, just  as in my ow n life, is to help patients
use the experience of suf fering as a doorway to help transform their l ives
in w ays that can make it richer and more meaningful. When most  people
think about my work, they think about diet, which is important, but to me
it’ s the least interesting aspect of the work.

The experience of suffering comes in many forms, whether physical,
or the deeper suffering which is harder to measure and yet ultimately
more meaningful to people—their loneliness, depression, powerlessness,
unhappiness, anxiety, fear, worry, sense of  being cut off , sense of  help-
lessness or hopeless, or a lack of meaning in their l ives. A ll of these things
I experienced to the nth degree w hen I was in college.

I’ve had patients say to me, “ Having a heart attack w as the best thing
that ever happened to me.”  I would say, “ That sounds crazy. What do you
mean?”  They’d respond, “ Because that’s what it took to get my atten-
tion—to begin making these changes I probably never would have done
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otherwise—that have made my life so much more rich, peaceful, joyful,
and meaningful.”

Part of  the value of science is to help raise the level of  awareness for
people so that  they don’t have to suffer as much to gain insight.
Awareness is the f irst step in healing. They don’t have to wait until they
get a heart attack to begin taking these ideas seriously and making them
part of their l ives.

Altruism Has Healing Power
Do you want to be Mother Teresa or Donald Trump? Do you choose

to help only yourself or do you choose to help others?

Trick question. Fortunately, you don’ t have to choose.

When you help others, you also help yourself. Seen from that per-
spective, helping others—being unselfish—is the most “ selfish”  of all
act iv ities, for that is what helps to free us from our loneliness and isolation
and suffering.

Compassion, altruism, and  service—like confession, forgiveness, and
redemption—are part of almost all religious and spiritual t raditions as
well as many secular ones. We are hard wired to help each other. This has
helped us survive as a species for the past several hund red thousand
y e a r s .

The Tecumseh Community Health Study found that activities involv-
ing regular volunteer work were among the most powerful predictors of
reduced mortality rates. Those who volunteered to help others at least
once a week were tw o and a half times less likely to die during the study
as those who never volunteered. In other words, those who helped others
lived longer themselves.1 3

Studies of volunteers have shown that not only d o they tend to l ive
longer, but also they often feel better, sometimes reporting a sudden burst
of  endorphins similar to a “ runner’s high” while helping others. This good
feeling that comes f rom helping others is a subset of a larger context:
Anything that helps us freely choose to transcend the boundaries of sepa-
rateness is joyful. When you volunteer, you have a choice. When you are
pressured or coerced to meet someone else’s needs, the joy of helping and
the health benefits are compromised or even counterproductive.

At its best, making love is an ecstatic experience when tw o lovers
merge as one, opening their hearts to each other and melting the bound-
aries that separate them. Af ter my first sexual experience as a teenager,
however, I remember thinking, “ I s that it? That’s all?”  There was a brief
physiological release but hardly an ecstatic experience. Only much later in
life, w hen I  learned to make love with an open heart, did I begin to under-
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stand how joyful it could be. There is a growing interest in tantra and other
approaches that help couples learn to combine sexuality and spirituality.

The ecstasy that comes f rom melt ing the boundaries between self  and
other is also part of most religious and spiritual traditions. While there are
many pathways to experiencing God or the Self, praying with an open
heart is one of the most pow erful and joyful. Someone might choose to
live a celibate life as a monk or a nun or a swami or a priest out of  repres-
sion or fear of one’s sexual impulses, but at its highest form they might
renounce worldly relationships because the feelings of  ecstasy and free-
dom that come f rom merging with God, with the Self, are so much more
pow erful even than merging with one’s beloved mate.

On one level, we are separate from everyone and everything, the self
with a small “ s.”  You are your self, and I  am my self. On another level,
though, we are part of  something larger that connects us all—the univer-
sal Self , by any other name: God, Buddha, Spirit, A llah, whatever.

Even to give a name is to l imit  it. When God was revealed to Moses,
he asked, “ When I  tell the people that the God of their fathers has sent me,
they will ask his name. What shall I tell them?”  And God said, “ I am what
l am. Tell them l am has sent you.” 1 4

The vision of  unity consciousness and oneness is found in v irtually all
cultures and all religions. God or the Self is described as omniscient,
omnipresent, and omnipotent . As described in the Old Testament , “ The
Lord is One.”  If God is everywhere, omnipresent, One, then we are not
separate f rom God.

What we experience as dif ferent names and forms is God  or the Self
in varying disguises, manifesting in different  ways. A ll div isions are man-
made. The word yoga is Sanskrit for “ union.”  A  central precept in
Hinduism is “ Thou art  that…. The universe is nothing but Brahman.” 1 5

According to Jesus, “ The kingdom of God is within you.” 1 6 B u d d h a
taught , “ You are all Buddhas. There is nothing that  you need to achieve.
Just  open your eyes.” 1 7 The A rabian prophet Muhammad, founder of
Islam, wrote, “ Wherever you turn is God’s face…. Whoever knows him-
self knows God.” 1 8 Albert Einstein, the greatest scientist  of the tw entieth
century, wrote, “ The true value of a human being can be found in the
degree to which he has attained liberation from the [separate] self.1 9 T h i s
experience is sometimes described as Oneness or at  other times as com-
plete emptiness, void; more precisely, as both. This paradox—everything
and nothing—is at the heart  of the t ranscendent experience, “ an immedi-
ate, nondual insight that transcends conceptualization.” 2 0For it is our con-
cepts of  how  we think things are that often keep us from seeing and
experiencing how  they really are.
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By analogy, Swami Satchidananda describes the one light in a movie
projector manifesting as an entire universe of people, places, and dramas
on the movie screen. When we can maintain this d ouble vision—seeing
the different names and forms while remembering it’ s just a movie and
seeing the one light behind the many images—then we can more fully
enjoy the movie without  getting lost in it, without forgetting who we real-
ly are.

A lthough this experience of Oneness lies beyond the intellect, it can be
directly experienced. Compassion naturally flows when the divisions that
separate us from each other begin to fade.

Compassion helps to free us f rom anger. Anger itself is often a mani-
festat ion of the misperception that we are separate and only separate.

The Intimacy of Touch
What is the largest organ in your body? Your skin. We all know that

a loving touch feels good, but did you know it can also affect your health
and even your survival?

Intimacy is healing. Touching is int imate. Lack of human contact can
lead to profound isolat ion and il lness—and even death.

A  number of  studies are now showing the benef its of touch in new -
borns. A t the Touch Research Institute in Miami, premature babies given
three loving massages a day for ten days gained weight 47 percent faster
and left  the hospital six d ays sooner, saving $10,000 each.2 1

Despite this, we do not touch each other very much in the United
States when compared with other parts of  the w orld. Psychologist Sidney
Jourard observed and recorded how many times couples in cafés casually
touched  each other in an hour. The highest rates were in Puerto Rico (180
times per hour) and Paris (110 t imes per hour). Guess how many t imes per
hour couples touched each other in the United States? Twice! (In London,
it was zero. They never touched.) He also found that  French parents and
children touched each other three t imes more frequently than did
American parents and children.2 2

Again, awareness is the first step in healing. When we understand the
healing power of touching, we can look for ways of increasing our contact
with other people w hile respecting their boundaries. Give someone a pat
on the back or a hug when they’ve done a good job—or even when they
haven’ t. Get  a massage or manicure or shampoo. Shake hand s when you
see a colleague. Hold hands w ith your beloved—and don’t forget to kiss.

Therapeutic touch is a type of  massage that also combines the inten-
tion of the person to help or heal while in a meditative state. It  was pio-
neered by Dolores Krieger and is increasingly taught and used by nurses
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and other health practitioners. Therapeutic touch also can be practiced by
simply placing your hands near someone rather than on them. The goal is
to “ rebalance energy”  and to st imulate a person’s own natural intrinsic
healing responses. One of the leading practitioners and researchers of
therapeutic touch is Janet Quinn, who described it this way: “ Therapeut ic
touch, at its core, is the offering of unconditional love and compassion….
We’re here for service. We’ re here to love other people…. The most  fun-
damental longing of the human heart is for union with the Divine.” 2 3

Beyond  your feelings and your bod y and your thoughts and your
mind is the Self  that witnesses all of this. While this Self is beyond the
mind’s capacity to experience it, you can feel this Self in your heart  as love:
“ Love comes from God, and everyone who loves is begotten by God and
knows God; those who don’t love, don’ t know God ; for God is love.”  (1
John 4:7)

When we realize that, this aw areness creates tremendous freedom in
making different  choices. We can choose to l ive with an open heart, a love
that can include everyone and everything. We are intimate with all things
as all things. In that timeless moment, wherever we go, w e f ind only our
ow n kith and kin in a thousand and one disguises. We end  where we start -
ed, with love and survival. Let ’s give the epilogue to the Sufi poet Rumi,
who lived in the thirteenth century when he w rote:

There is a community of the spirit. 

Join it, and feel the delight 

of walking in the noisy street, 

and being the noise…

Why do you stay in prison 

when the door is so wide open? 

Move outside the tangle of fear-thinking. 

Live in silence. 

Flow down and down in always 

widening rings of being.
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